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Abstract: In this article are the main steps in measuring impact of the EU funds on the regional development in the European countries. Presented models and approaches are the key for the successful absorbing financial aid for the potential applicants. Quality projects and well educated people need to play a great role in regional development of every country.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The lack of a clear strategic vision at the national, regional or local level means that funds are easily spent on one-off projects that have no cumulative and long-term impact and are frequently not sustainable without continued aid. The fact is that regional development is depending on EU funds and quality project witch are implemented on the regional and national level. There are many models and approaches for measuring the impact of the EU funds on the regional development.

2. THE FUTURE OF REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Regional development is not only an efficiency issue in economic policy, it is also an equity issue due to the fact that economic development normally exhibits a significant degree of spatial variability. Regional development is about the geography of welfare and its evolution. (Capello & Nijkamp, 2009). When we talk of regionalism, we mean striving for regional autonomy and emphasizing regional distinctiveness, which leads to conflicts on the spatial distribution of political power, a concept that overlaps nationalism and separatism. (Schrivjer, 2006).

3. IMPACT OF EU FUNDS ON REGIONAL GROWTH

There are many models and approaches in measuring the effect of EU funds on regional development in each country. Economic analysis provides at least two types of approach to modeling and identifying the impact of structural policy interventions:

- An econometric, single equation, regression approach, based on the concept of convergence, which is, of course, closely related to the idea of catch-up,
- Simulation models. Simulation models use a combination of estimation and calibration to create a system that mimics or simulates the economy under study. A simulation may be partial equilibrium i.e. it simulates just one aspect of the economy or it may be general equilibrium in character in that account is taken of the variety of complex interactions between agents in the whole of the economy (Ministry of Finance Latvia, 2007).

3.1. The econometric approach

Eijffinger and Beugelsdijk (2005) simply examine whether convergence has occurred or not, using a standard growth equation approach. They regress the growth rate of real GDP on one-period lagged real GDP growth, two-period lagged real GDP growth and initial real GDP per capita, while correcting for institutional quality. The latter is done by including an interaction term, viz. the ratio of Structural Funds (SF) to GDP times the country-specific value of a corruption index. They conclude somewhat tentatively, first, that the SF has lowered the degree of regional disparity and, second, that this is independent of institutional quality i.e. a higher degree of corruption does not exert negative influence on the effectiveness of the SF. Therefore, they conclude that that the allocation of EU funds to the NMS will probably foster economic growth in these countries. From the viewpoint of
3.2. Simulation models

A wide variety of simulation model types have been used to try to evaluate the ex-ante impact of EU funds, see e.g. Lolos (2001):

- Estimated/calibrated models: The main models of this category are: HERMES, HERMIN, QUEST II and ECOMOD. The HERMES model was developed by d’Alcantara and Italianer (1982), originally to analyze energy issues. Subsequently it has been adapted to evaluate the impact of structural funds for Ireland 1989 – 1993. In the Irish context HERMES was a disaggregated model (6 sectors) with a capacity to analyze the dynamic properties of the economy in the long run. The HERMIN model, initially developed by ESRI (Economic and Social Research Institute) in Dublin and in particular by John Bradley of ESRI (see references) can be regarded as a successor or extension of the HERMES model, and is explicitly dedicated to modeling the impact of the structural funds. Crucially, the HERMIN model allows for the treatment of both demand side shocks and supply side shocks HERMIN has been applied to Ireland (1989 – 1993 and 1994 – 1999, and for the latter period also to Portugal and Spain). For later periods it has also been applied to Poland and other Central and Eastern European countries, including Latvia and Estonia for ex-ante analysis of the 2004-2006 programming period and for most of the new member states for the 2007-2013 programming period. Typically, HERMIN models have had four sectors, where manufacturing and private or market services have been the ‘actively modeled sectors’ and public services and agriculture have been included without being explicitly modeled in a micro sense. In later versions of the model a fifth sector – construction has typically been included (Bradley, 2005). The QUEST II model, developed by DG ECFIN is a multicity single sector model. The model uses a neoclassical production function for the supply side while the demand side is based on intertemporal maximization of firms and households. The ECOMOD model, developed by EcoMod/Free University of Brussels, is a highly disaggregated model; see e.g. Bayar (2007). The model has been used to evaluate the Funds impact for the 2007-2013 programming period for all accession countries, the full database of the EcoMod model covers 60 activities.

- Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models and input-output models: CGE models are based on a strict microeconomic framework and rely on calibration while input-output models can be much disaggregated but may fail to catch dynamic factors- they are best for comparative-static analysis. For a discussion of research using these approaches see Lolos (2001). We can mention also two more models; Models for regions and Partial Equilibrium models: Some of the assessment in Rosenberg and Sierhej (2007) is partial Keynesian type analysis. (Ministry of Finance Latvia, 2007).

4. CHALLENGES IN ABSORBING FINANCIAL AID

There are many problems in absorbing financial aid from EU funds, especially in countries in development process. In this paper, we conducted research among 45 companies (beneficiaries of the EU funds) in Croatia to see what the main problems are. We wanted to determine the reasons for the small number of development projects approved for funding by the European Commission in Croatia. Research was conducted in the form of survey that contained nine possible answers. The question was: “What are the main reasons for the small number of applied projects towards available EU funds. The companies could choose more than one answer. The results of our research are from the companies’ perspective and are presented in the table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main problems</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Lack of knowledge within the company</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Lack of expert assistance from outside</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Lack of information</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Very Demanding documentation</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Large bureaucracies and procedures</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Inability of co-financing projects</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Lack of creativity and ideas in the company</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Lack of interest for projects in the company</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Other</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Main problem in applying projects toward EU funds

5. CONCLUSION

The regional development of each country depends on absorbing capacity from the EU funds. To have quality projects we need to have educated and informed people on the national and regional level, as well in the companies and other potential applicants. To maintain development and success every country need to use models for calculating absorbing power and impact of financial aid for projects on the regional development.
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